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General concepts of safety 

• Mechanical equipment is bound to break down 
due to factors such as degradation 

• People will inevitably make mistakes (there 
may sometimes be people with dementia, 
people who lose consciousness, and people 
with malicious intent) 

• No organization or set of rules is ever 
complete 

• There is no such thing as absolute safety 
(zero risk does not exist) 
  →The “safety myth” is illogical! 
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What is safety? 
~Safety is risk-based~ 
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Definitions of safety 
~Examples using mechanical safety~ 

• “Absence of unacceptable risk” 

 

• “Freedom from unacceptable risk“  
(ISO/IEC guideline 51) 

 

• “State where the risk of harm to persons or 

damage to materials (machinery) and equipment 

are suppressed to tolerable standards” 

   (JIS Z 8115 dependability, terms) 
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Definition of Harm 

• Physical damage to the body or adverse 

effects on health 

• Damage to finances or the environment 

• Damage to factors such as information, 

organization, companies, society, mental 

(includes stress, inconvenience) 

• ・・・・ 

→Not just death 
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Definition of Risk 

• What is risk? 
The combination of the probability of Risk 

occurrence and the extent of harm 
(→products are just one example) 

• Methods to ensure safety 
・Lowering probability: Securing safety by 

assuring reliability: reliability technology 
・Reducing extent: Protecting safety via 

structure: safety technology 
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Definition of Tolerable Risk 

• Risks acceptable in a given situation based on 

the values of a society for that era  

 
                            

 

 

 

 

                           
 

 

 

 

• Even when safe, remaining risk exists! 

Risk (small) Risk (large) 

Widely 

acceptable risk 

Tolerable 

risk 

Unacceptable 

risk 

Remaining risk 

Safety 

measures 

Safe 
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How safe is safe enough? 
~Safety goals~ 
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What is a safety goal? 

• Goals of safety standards to be worked toward (effort goals) 

• Standards of safety standards to be fulfilled (→ structural 

standards, performance standards, risk standards) 

(minimum standard) 

• The national government standards are minimum standards. 

• It is a given for operators to meet these standards, and their 

duty is to be aware of all sources of risk while raising the level 

of safety. The primary onus of responsibility for securing 

safety lays with the operator. 

• What technical standards should be: State of the Art 

(constantly making improvements based on the latest 

knowledge to strive for greater heights) 
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Principles of ALARP 

 (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) 

AHARP: As High As Reasonably Practicable 
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Unacceptable 

region 

The ALARP or 

Tolerability region 

Broadly acceptable 

region 

Risk cannot be justified 

save in extraordinary 

circumstances 

Tolerable only if risk reduction is 

impracticable or if its cost if grossly 

disproportionate to the improvement 

gained  

Negligible risk 



Safety goals change depending 

on various conditions 
• They may change based on the decade, they may change based on social 

values 

• They may change based on the field (products, foodstuffs, medicine, etc.) 

• They may change based on the system (if stoppable, if safe when stopped, 

active safety, passive safety) 

• They may change based on positions 

 ・Side receiving profit and side receiving damage 

 ・Experts and the general public (non-experts) 

 ・Risk borne by individuals and risk borne by groups 

 ・Voluntary or mandatory (chosen independently, or was the choice made for you?) 

• Find as many common concepts as possible! 
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Safe design concept 
~There is a logic and a philosophy to securing safety~ 
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Safety assurance stage 

• Prevention measures 

↓(Preventive safety:  

design safety, service life prediction） 

• Do not cause accidents to occur  

↓(Operational safety:  

maintenance, inspection, repair) 

• Reduce extent of harm 

↓ （Impact safety: 

preventing expansion, reactivation) 

• Recurrence prevention measures 

(Post-event safety)  

(Accident investigation: uncovering causes) 

→Normal conclusion (type of death design) decommissioning 
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・Learn from past 

history 

 

・Collect accident data 

 

 

・Consider emergency 

situations 

 

 

・Think of all stages as a 

whole 
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General rules of safe design 
~Safe design concepts~ 

• Before, not after  
(prevention in advance over recurrence prevention) 

• Concepts over implementation 
(safe design over safety devices) 

• By the side imposing harm over the side receiving harm 
(making safe facilities and equipment over depending on 
human caution) 

• Those with power over those with less power  
(corporate responsibility over consumer responsibility, 
management responsibility over site responsibility) 

•  ・・・ 

The general rule is to give priority to the performance of 
measures 
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Risk assessment procedures 
(from ISO/IEC guideline 51) 

Definition of intended use and 

reasonably foreseeable 

misuse 

End 

Has tolerable 

risk been 

achieved?* 

Hazard identification 

Risk Evaluation 

Risk reduction 

Risk Estimation 

Start 

Risk 

analysis 

Risk assessment 

YES 

NO 

*Has risk been appropriately reduced? 
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The 3 step method 
~There is an order for risk reduction measures~ 

(1) Risk reduction via essential safe design 

(2) Risk reduction via safety protection measures  

     (e.g. safety devices) 

(3) Risk reduction via provision of  

information for usage 

↑ Role of design and manufacturing side 

↓ Role of worker side 

*Risk reduction via education, training, organization or system 

management, and personal equipment based on information for 

usage 
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Attitude toward safe design 

Structural safety 
• Returning to a safe condition, even if mechanical equipment 

malfunctions: 
Fail-safe structure 
• Mitigation of incidents, even if human errors occur: 
Foolproof structure 
 
(Conflicts may exist) 
 

Probability safety 
• Achieving safety by increasing reliability: 
Redundancy, fault tolerance, defense-in-depth structure, 

quantification, functional safety 
 

Must combine the former and the latter 
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Two types of light beam sensors 

Safety confirmation type sensor 

Hazard detection type sensor 
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~Example of structural safety~ 
Hazard detection type and safety confirmation type 
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Suggestion for F3 system

Fail-safe

Fault tolerance

Fuzzy

(or fail soft)Human

System

Safe

Reliable

Peace of mind

8
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Safety is a comprehensive field of study 

~The viewpoint of safety science~ 

• Safety is first achieved through the combination of 
technology, people, and organizations (systems) 

• The study of safety has been established in safety 
science, a wide-ranging field of study where safety 
engineering and scientific safety are included 
alongside not only the engineering aspect but the 
human and social aspect as well 

• Safety science is a system of study which 
encompasses natural science, the humanities, 
and social science; it integrates humanities and 
sciences, spanning across all areas of research 

• However, this requires a philosophy (safety 
philosophy) to support it 
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Safety mandala
~Composition of safety science~

5. Safety for each field

2. Protection via technology

3. Protection via people

4. Protection via organization

1. Philosophical side

◆6. Safety-

related fields

Engineering side 

Medical safety 
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Conclusion 
~Safety and peace of mind~ 
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Items which operators must keep in 

mind 

• Gather and analyze customer complaints, as well as 
accident and near-miss information 

• Accidents must be honestly and quickly reported and 
publicized 

• Prioritize cause investigation over seeking fault and 
blame 

• Safety is not about cost, but investment 

• When considering the burdens and costs of post-
accident handling, preventive safety investment is a 
bargain 

• When considering life cycle cost, swiftly implementing 
safety measures at the concept stage is more 
economical (design stage, manufacturing stage) 

• Safety must last from design to decommissioning 
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Safety and values 
~Safety differs from peace of mind~ 

• Safety and peace of mind must be clearly 
differentiated 

• Values are involved in peace of mind, and thus 
science (safety) and values (peace of mind) should be 
considered separately 

• Scientific fact must be made clear (safety), and it is up 
to the judgment of the general public on whether this is 
accepted (peace of mind) 

• Particularly for larger systems where risks pose the 
possibility of having a great effect, the decision to not 
build them may be a realistic outcome if peace of mind 
cannot be earned, despite whatever scientific safety 
has been proven 
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Equation for safety and peace of mind 

*Publicizing of information and 
transparency create trust 

 

• Importance of risk communication 
• Achievement of safety + trust in people 

and organizations achieving them→ 

Safety X Trust = Peace of Mind < 1 
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The foundation of safety is 

publicizing information 
• Information regarding the remaining risks, identifying them 

in a worst case scenario should be conducted in advance 

• This is a must to logically and objectively determine safety 

• Make all information, both good and bad, public: no cover 

ups 

• It is wrong to hide information on remaining risk for reasons 

such as fearing panic by the general public or that they 

would not understand this information. 

• However, the general public must also gain scientific 

literacy and understanding of safety culture in order to 

calmly determine risks. This is fundamental for having fears 

which are warranted. 
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Options left for Japan regarding 

nuclear power 
• Taking lessons learned from the latest accident in order to 

raise safety standards would clearly increase safety from past 
levels. However, it is unclear whether nuclear power 
generation would be accepted if attempting to increase safety 
while adhering to current structures and attitudes (shoot the 
messenger-type response). 

• Focusing Japanese technological resources on the 
development of a fail-safe nuclear reactor is one option 

• This is a serious issue for the future, which is dependent on 
the values of the general public both in Japan and worldwide 

• It is precisely because a serious accident has occurred that 
development of technology to secure higher levels of safety for 
nuclear power stations must take place from the ground up, 
and the Government of Japan should choose the path which 
allows the country to make global contributions as a nation 
where safety has been established. 
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What will be learned from the 

disaster at Fukushima? 

• Chernobyl⇒safety culture 

• Three Mile Island⇒the human factor 

• Fukushima⇒ State of the Art (constantly 

making improvements based on the latest 

knowledge to strive for greater heights) 

       ⇒The limits of safety (assuming) 

       ⇒ ・・・・ 
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In this age, all must be involved 

in creating safety 
*Combining the standpoints of operators, the 

government, and the consumer 

*The operator side (government, operators, managers) are 

pursuing the achievement of safety 

*The site (general public, consumers) are seeking peace of 

mind 

*Operators: pursuing achievement of safety above all else, 
publicizing both good and bad information (remaining 
risks), establishing relationship of trust with the general 
public via risk communication 

*Consumers must learn the basics of safety and develop risk 
literacy 

*Publicizing information and transparency will nurture trust 
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